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City Of Ormond Beach Pension Plans

Portfolio Market Values

Portfolio Summary

Ormond Beach Firefighters
Beginning Market Value on 06/30/15
Cash Additions
Cash Withdrawals
Investment Gain/Loss
Ending Market Value on 09/30/15

3,055,122
0
-248
-130,871
2,924,002

Asset Class

5,004,594
0
-407
-207,492
4,796,694

Asset Class

3,571,454
0
-125,290
-146,212
3,299,952

Asset Class

$
$

102,065
2,821,938

3.5%
96.5%

TOTAL

$

2,924,002

100.0%

Market
Value

Percent
of Assets

Cash
Equity

$
$

137,574
4,659,120

2.9%
97.1%

TOTAL

$

4,796,694

100.0%

Market
Value

Percent
of Assets

Ormond Beach Police Officers
Beginning Market Value on 06/30/15
Cash Additions
Cash Withdrawals
Investment Gain/Loss
Ending Market Value on 09/30/15

Percent
of Assets

Cash
Equity

Ormond Beach General Employees
Beginning Market Value on 06/30/15
Cash Additions
Cash Withdrawals
Investment Gain/Loss
Ending Market Value on 09/30/15

Market
Value

Cash
Equity

$
$

119,068
3,180,883

3.6%
96.4%

TOTAL

$

3,299,952

100.0%
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Quarterly Review
As of September 30, 2015

City Of Ormond Beach Pension Plans

Portfolio Performance
Ormond Beach Firefighters
Portfolio Performance
TOTAL PORTFOLIO
Russell 1000 Growth

Q3 2015
-4.3%
-5.3%

1 Year
2.2%
3.2%

3 Years
Annualized
13.4%
13.6%

Since Inception
Annualized*
12.5%
12.6%

1 Year
2.3%
3.2%

3 Years
Annualized
13.7%
13.6%

Since Inception
Annualized*
12.8%
12.6%

1 Year
2.0%
3.2%

3 Years
Annualized
13.6%
13.6%

Since Inception
Annualized*
12.8%
12.6%

Ormond Beach General Employees
Portfolio Performance
TOTAL PORTFOLIO
Russell 1000 Growth

Q3 2015
-4.1%
-5.3%

Ormond Beach Police Officers
Portfolio Performance
TOTAL PORTFOLIO
Russell 1000 Growth

Q3 2015
-4.3%
-5.3%

* Since Inception 4/25/12 Returns are gross of investment management fees
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3Q15 Portfolio Review & Outlook
Market Review:
•
•
•
•

The equity markets experienced the most significant bout of volatility in over four years as the steady march higher gave way leaving the major indices in negative
territory for the quarter and year to date periods.
In a 5 day decline near the end of August, equities lost almost 11% (S&P 500). The selling was authoritative leaving the markets vulnerable to further weakness.
Given the more defensive environment during the quarter, factor performance favored lower volatility, lower beta, and higher stability/consistency despite
continued strength in momentum and growth.
The persistent outperformance of growth over value was notable in this weak environment that favored large caps over small caps, while consumer
staples/utilities outperformed energy/materials/healthcare.

Portfolio Review:
•
•
•
•
•

Our underweight in some of the more volatile areas within Healthcare, most notably Biotech & Pharmaceuticals, was a positive contributor in the quarter after
being a notable headwind in the first six months of the year.
Positive selection in information technology (GOOG, VRSN), industrials (SRCL, EXPD, VRSK), and materials (ECL) were positive contributors for the quarter.
Factor positioning was positive as our lower volatility, lower beta, and higher stability/consistency were rewarded in the more defensive environment despite our
underexposure to strongly performing factors such as growth and momentum.
Despite the negative environment for equities, larger momentum-oriented stocks (AMZN, NFLX, SBUX etc.) were very strong and a drag on relative performance.
Although the portfolio is still lagging calendar year to date, we are pleased that our actively managed, low volatility, consistent growth approach once again
provided downside protection in this challenging environment.

Outlook:
•
•
•
•
•

Equities enter the fourth quarter in a vulnerable position given the recent volatility and downside dislocations that could have further to go.
The market exhibited an interesting dichotomy this quarter as momentum-oriented healthcare stocks cracked under the selling pressure while the momentum
companies in discretionary were quite strong. Until now it had been these two momentum groups which had led the market higher.
What remains to be seen is whether this is an indication that the brief but strong selling pressure has abated and we move higher into year-end or there is more
selling to come which would wash all risk seeking from the market before we make more solid lows.
Valuations remain elevated in the current low growth environment while higher volatility has persisted throughout the correction.
We continue to have conviction that our approach to providing an attractive upside participation/downside protection balance will serve our clients well in the
current environment and that the portfolio is well positioned to handle the volatility.

Sawgrass Composite Portfolio versus Russell 1000 Growth (as of 3rd Qtr 2015):
What Helped:

What Hurt:

Stock Selection in Technology, Industrials, Materials
Lower Beta
Lower Volatility
Healthcare Underweight

STABILITY

Energy Overweight
Underweight to Discretionary momentum stocks – AMZN, SBUX, NFLX
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Financial Review & Outlook
September 30, 2015

Stock Market: Quarter in Review


The equity markets experienced the most significant bout of vola lity in over four
years as the steady march higher gave way leaving the major indices in nega ve
territory for the quarter and year to date periods.



In a five day decline near the end of August, equi es lost almost 11% (S&P 500).
The selling was authorita ve leaving the markets vulnerable to further weakness.



Given the more defensive environment during the quarter, factor performance favored lower vola lity, lower beta, and higher stability/consistency despite con nued strength in momentum and growth.



The persistent outperformance of growth over value was notable in the weak environment that also favored large caps over small caps, while consumer staples/
u li es outperformed energy/materials/healthcare.

Stock Market: The Quarter Ahead


The bull market enters the fourth quarter a er experiencing its first significant challenge since the third quarter of 2011. A er four years of moving steadily higher,
investors may be complacent about the possibility of a more significant decline.



Given the weakness in the broader market, we have not seen momentum-oriented
names fully par cipate in the market downdra , and this opens the possibility of
further selling before the markets find a more significant area of support. For example, biotech names just recently started to show rela ve weakness a er persistent advances over the last 4-5 years while higher valua on market leaders such as
AMZN (+65% YTD), SBUX (+40% YTD), NFLX (+111% YTD), NKE (+29% YTD), etc. have
resisted overall market declines. This leaves the impression that risk seeking behavior under the surface has yet to be fully balanced.



On the other hand, the strength of these momentum leaders during the market
decline highlights the possibility that the market has given back enough gains and is
building a base to head higher despite numerous perceived obstacles.



The Federal Reserve’s con nued unwillingness to raise interest rates coupled with a
historical balance sheet accumula on has le investors concerned about the Fed’s
ability to steer the market through any future diﬃcult periods. The Federal Reserve
may be out of “levers to pull within the market.”



Valua ons con nue to be elevated in the current economic growth environment,
while vola lity has remained heightened since the start of the recent correc on.
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Despite the con nued resilience of the markets to every perceived challenge
over the last several years, current condi ons have shi ed the balance to a
more vola le environment. We head into the end of the year with increased
downside risk un l the markets find stronger support.

3rd Quarter Scorecard
Index

Table 1
Quarter

1 Year

S&P 500

-6.4

-0.6

Russell 1000

-6.8

-0.6

Russell 2000

-11.9

1.3

Russell 3000

-7.3

-0.5

Russell 3000 Growth

-5.9

3.2

Russell 3000 Value

-8.6

-4.2

Barclays Capital US Aggregate

1.2

2.9

3 Month T-Bills

0.01

0.02

Source: Bloomberg & Russell Investments

Graph 1

COMMODITY INDEX

Fixed Income Markets
All Eyes on the Fed

Source: Bloomberg

Well, as we all know by now, the Federal Reserve passed up their most recent chance to
remove the intense spotlight on themselves. Star ng the slow, shallow path of increasing
over-night interest rates will have to wait. The large up and down movements in the markets – both stock and bond – have se led lower. Lower stock prices and lower interest rates
are the result of The Fed sta ng that “recent global economic and financial developments
may restrain economic ac vity somewhat.” “Recent,” “may” and “somewhat” all in one
sentence sum up the lack of confidence in their current economic expecta ons. Is the US
economy so weak that the emergency monetary accommoda ons established six years ago
cannot be replaced with a mere ultra-accommoda ve stance? Most measures of domes c
ac vity suggest higher rates are coming.
Research reports with catchy tles filled our inbox. “Onward to December,” “Punchbowl
S ll on the Table,” “Gone Fishing Un l 2016” and my favorite, “The Certainty of Misery is
Be er than the Misery of Uncertainty.” Falling commodity prices (See Graph 1) driven by
slack global demand has a larger impact to those countries reliant on expor ng the commodi es. Emerging markets, China and even our largest trading partner, Canada are prime
examples. The rising US dollar makes our exports increasingly more expensive and con nues to put a lid on the measures of US infla on. The central focus will return to the consistent, growing GDP – recently measured at a robust 3.9% growth, steady increase in job
crea on – three month average of over 200,000 and an unemployment rate at a level most
consider “full employment” (See Graph 2). As these trends persist, further job increases will
be harder to come by and wage infla on will follow.

Graph 2

US Markets
For the quarter ending September 30, 2015, global concerns have dominated domes c
strength leading interest-rates lower by 10 to 20 basis points (See Table 2). Equity market
weakness and massive corporate bond issuance in an cipa on of higher rates to come have
allowed Treasury debt to out-perform corporate debt. Below investment-grade debt
suﬀered significantly. The Bank of America Merrill Lynch High Yield Index lost 4.9% in the
quarter. As a whole, the bond market as measured by the Barclays Aggregate posted a
strong 1.23% gain, recouping much of the prior quarter’s drop. For the last twelve months,
the aggregate’s total return of 2.95% comes as a pleasant surprise.
The conflic ng forces of foreign weakness vs. domes c strength con nues to collide. The US
growth engine looks likely to survive, but the Federal Reserve has specifically told us that
they will be “monitoring developments abroad” for confirma on.
Currently, higher vola lity worldwide has led to falling stock prices, weak corporate bonds
and flight-to-quality lower US Treasury interest rates. Risk management, safety and liquidity
are part of our daily focus. Let us know how we can make them part of yours.
Please feel free to contact us at (904) 493‐5500.

Interest Rate Summary

Table 2
9/30/14

6/30/15

9/30/15

Qtr
Change

12-Month
Change

3 Month T-Bills

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

5 Year Treasury

1.8

1.6

1.4

-0.3

-0.4

10 Year Treasury

2.5

2.4

2.0

-0.3

-0.5

30 Year Treasury

3.2

3.1

2.9

-0.3

-0.3

5 Year Corporate (‘A’)

2.3

2.5

2.4

-0.1

+0.1

10 Year Corporate (‘A’)

3.5

3.6

3.4

-0.1

0.0

30 Year Fixed Rate Mortg.

4.1

4.2

3.8

-0.3

-0.3

Source: Bloomberg

